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ABSTRACT
Holler
by Ashley Gregg
The artist discusses her Master of Fine Arts thesis exhibition Holler, held at Tipton Gallery
March 2nd to March 13th, 2020. The exhibition features an installation of works tied to her
upbringing in Southern Appalachia. A variety of collected materials including bedsheets,
chalkboards, and barbwire are taken out of their traditional contexts and brought into a new
vantage point through the artist’s alterations.

Gregg re-contextualizes materials, language, and signifiers as a process of decoding formative
experiences in domestic and academic spaces. Themes examined in the work include rote
learning, tradition, indoctrination, identity, and cultural psychology. Literary references include
writings on critical pedagogy by educators Paulo Freire and Bell Hooks. The influence of
conceptually driven artworks by Adrian Piper and Bruce Nauman and their relation to language
and repetition are discussed, as well as the themes of identity and domesticity as seen in the
works of Tracey Emin and Mona Hatoum.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“The goals, norms, values, and institutions by which one makes sense of the world have to be
considered my own if I am to be free.” –Simon Lumsden (Lumsden 13)

I entered the Master of Fine Arts program at East Tennessee State University in the fall of
2017, shortly after the 2016 presidential election. The political campaigns leading up to the
election had fostered polarizations in the country, creating stark distinctions between
generations, economic classes, and political parties. The need to develop a sense of identity
within a likeminded community had been heightened in this political climate propelling many
Americans to claim their “side”. The binary had taken over. It was somehow decided that
amongst all of these binary distinctions, one side was purely “good” and the other purely “bad”.
My art practice is propelled by a curiosity in how we formulate these binaries. I start by
analyzing my own formative experiences in rural Appalachia. In my elementary school there
were clear distinctions between right/wrong and good/bad. If you acted outside the realm of
“right”, you were lucky to avoid the corporal punishment of paddling (striking the student with a
wooden paddle). Instead, we would endure the punishment of what we called “penalties”, which
is the writing of a line of correction over and over—e.g. “I will not talk back to the teacher.” This
repetitive act was reminiscent of the way in which we practiced and perfected our handwriting;
followed the dotted, never to stray from this uniform way of writing.
I am interested in how these unwavering monotonous practices mirror the way in which
we inherit ideologies. These acts in elementary school were repetitive, tradition is repetitive, as
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well as the enforcement of the binary. How can the “over and over” be employed as an artistic
method while also calling into question the very method itself?
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CHAPTER 2
CONTEXT AND CONTENT
“I think we’re part of a historical process and I think that this attitude that you have to murder
your father in order to start something new is bullshit.” –Felix Gonzalez-Torres (Stiles 1056)

During my first semester at the university, I took an abstract painting course in which we
had to choose a word that would become the focal content for all our work that semester. I chose
“reconciliation” in response to the cultural, political, and social binaries that were permeating my
everyday conversations. On a more personal level, I was trying to reconcile the world view I had
currently developed with the world view held by the community that raised me.
I was born and raised in the tiny rural town of Parrottsville in Eastern Tennessee, which
lies just on the edge of the Great Smoky Mountains. Without so much as a stop light,
Parrottsville predominantly consists of farmland—portions of which my family has worked for
generations. My grandfather can name the roads that family members several generations back
lived on; These are roads all within the same county. There has not been much straying from the
“holler” for my family. This is a place where most people are working blue collar jobs with a
high school education. For generations, many members of my family have worked at one
factory—some would consider the sustainment of the county’s economy is contingent on this
factory. It is a town that falls under the umbrella of what is often referred to as “Trump
Country”. It is a culture that values family, tradition, and hard work. Its strains of racism,
prejudice, and xenophobia are born out of its comfort with familiar, long-held traditions. I often
find that I have to sort through those aspects I deem worth carrying forward from my culture in
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conjunction with those ideologies I want to challenge. This culture is the lens through which my
art practice explores cultural nuances.
My thesis exhibition, Holler, is an installation of five artworks that collage together
different materials, methods of drawing, imagery, and objects, all of which reference my
formative experiences in rural Appalachian culture. I highlight the significance of mundane
objects by altering their standard presentation. This new presentation of mundane
imagery/actions is a means to providing space for an alternative perspective of the everyday and
a critical engagement with what they symbolize.
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CHAPTER 3
FORMATIVE INSTITUIONS
“We started out with beliefs about the world and our place in it that we didn’t ask for and didn’t
question. Only later, when those beliefs were attacked by new experiences that didn’t conform to
them, did we begin to doubt.” –Adrian Piper (Piper 47)

As a first-generation college student, I am acutely aware of the dissonance that exists
between the educational environment experienced by myself and that of those who raised me.
Beyond generational differences, the form of education I received in childhood through high
school is notably different from the liberal arts education experienced in college. These
experiences have led me to focus on the contrast between educational institutions built on rote
learning versus those institutions that emphasize critically engaged learning. I began thinking
about these distinctions more deeply after reading bell hooks’ Teaching to Transgress. Hooks is
heavily influenced by the pedagogical writings of Paulo Freire. Both have steered my art practice
into adopting an approach that is critically engaged with rote learning methods.
Paulo Freire
Repetition and memorization can be tools of power maintaining a particular unwavering
hierarchical structure. It leaves little room for questioning of those in authoritative positions.
Paulo Freire speaks to this power dynamic in The Politics of Education: Culture, Power, and
Liberation:
Schooling at whatever level plays one of the most vital roles, as an efficient mechanism
for social control. It is not hard to find educators whose idea of education is ‘to adapt the
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learner to his environment,’ and as a rule formal education has not been doing much more
than this (116).
The Brazilian philosopher and educator, Paulo Freire, was one of the most prominent
pedagogical influences in the twentieth century. His philosophy often highlighted the inseparable
dynamic between education and power. Freire emphasized the importance of maintaining what
he referred to as “conscientization” in the classroom setting. This emphasis was about upholding
a critical engagement and awareness that would challenge the “banking system” of education
(hooks 14).
In my art making, I recall those repetitious acts in my elementary school; writing lines as
a form of punishment and the “following the dotted line” method of improving handwriting. A
reference to these passive acts reflects this “banking system” of which Freire speaks. In
exaggerating the level of repetition, I aim to suggest the level of absurdity this type of learning
method can reach.
bell hooks
“Let’s face it: most of us were taught in classrooms where styles of teachings reflected the notion
of a single norm of thought and experience, which we were encouraged to believe was
universal.” –bell hooks (hooks 35)

Bell Hooks carried Paulo Freire’s elevation of critically engaged education into her
pedagogical practice. Hooks is an American scholar, author, and social activist whose writings
and lectures have been a prominent, and at times controversial, aspect of the contemporary
dialogue around the intersectionality of class, gender, and race. Hooks was born and raised in
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segregated Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Her reflection and analysis of the education system in which
she was raised is the foundation of all her social, economic, and political critiques.
Prior to reading Teaching to Transgress, I had not fully contemplated the implications of
my own childhood education. Like hooks, I grew up in the rural south where education was, on
one hand, the conservation of strong family ties. Yet, on the other hand, it was a perpetuation of
prejudice born out of fear. Hooks prompted me to ask in my own work, “How do formative
experiences with methods of rote learning in public and private spaces affect the way we
contextualize the world around us?” Like Freire, hooks encourages “education as a practice of
freedom”—a practice that transgresses “those boundaries that would confine each pupil to a rote,
assembly-line approach to learning” (hooks 13). I adopt Freire and hooks’ philosophy of
education into my own making, viewing “art as a practice of freedom”.
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CHAPTER 4
IDENTITY IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC MATERIAL
“The identity and meaning of a place must be constructed and negotiated.”
--Shelley Mallet (Mallet 70)

One way in which my art practice has evolved over the course of my graduate studies is a
new awareness in the materials I chose to utilize. I became familiar with artists like Mona
Hatoum, Sonya Clark, and Radcliffe Bailey, who were focusing on the inherent symbolisms held
in the materials they were using. Tracey Emin’s Everyone I Have Ever Slept With and My Bed
along with Do-ho Suh’s “Home” structures encouraged me to consider incorporating highly
personal material. I begin my practice by gathering these materials sourced from my own
personal belongings as well as those of my family. I was fortunate enough to have grandparents
that fulfilled the rural Appalachian stereotype of never throwing anything away. I began
collecting fabric swatches, embroidery floss, old family photographs, barbed wire, bedsheets,
clothes pins, and other material from my family members. Though I do not restrict myself to
only working with material sourced from my family; a chalkboard, school desk chairs, denim,
and other materials are all considered for the modes in which they act as symbol for themes such
as education, indoctrination, and class. The commonality in all of the materials I choose is that
they all hold some sort of personal significance to me—they are all connected to memories of the
culture I grew up in and have in some way shaped my perception of myself and the world around
me.
The deconstruction and recontextualization of these materials are methods I use to
grapple with what they symbolize. Working with highly personal material leads me to confront
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ideas about my cultural identity. These materials are taken out of their traditional contexts and
altered in order for me to gain a contemporary awareness of their past and present-day relations
to unchecked cultural tradition.
Mona Hatoum
“People often expect tidy definitions of otherness, as if identity is something fixed and easily
definable.” –Mona Hatoum (Ohlin 17)

Mona Hatoum is a Palestinian artist living in London and working in multimedia. Her
works often take on a minimal and surreal quality referencing themes of psychological barriers,
loss, diaspora, home, memory, and identity. Though some works have an air of cultural
specificity, all of her works, whether indicative of a certain culture or not, allow for
interpretations not confined to one place, people, culture, or time. Hatoum often incorporates
domestic objects into her art works, where they function as a commentary on the ambiguousness
versus the definiteness of home and identity therein.
In her interviews, Hatoum (qtd. in Ohlin 17) is often combating others’ desire to
categorize her identity stating, “I am often asked the same question. What in your work comes
from your own culture? As if I have a recipe and I can actually isolate the Arab ingredient, The
Woman ingredient, the Palestinian ingredient.” Hatoum disrupts the tendency to categorize in her
works, which are often characterized by their layered materials, imagery, and therefore their
layered meanings.
Like Hatoum, David Sibley, in his Geographies of Exclusion: Society and Difference in
the West, understands that the domestic space has potential to be a space of “exclusion,” rather
than the nurturing space it is supposed to be (91). He suggests that we project onto these ‘objects
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and spaces comprising the home’ a ‘fear of difference’, of ‘non-conforming people, activities or
artifacts’ (Mallet 73). Hatoum addresses that ‘fear of difference’ by combining unlikely objects,
material, and imagery, as seen particularly in her sculptural work No Way IV. Hatoum reminds us
that it would be presumptuous to assume that things related to the domestic would hold positive
associations for all. The steel pegs that block the holes of the strainer in No Way IV take on
multiple associations that are brought on through Hatoum’s use of language and imagery. The
word “strainer” itself holds a relation to the word “tension”—a feeling Hatoum so often likes to
incorporate into her work. The colander functions as a filter but has now been blocked in
functioning as such. The pegs can take on a negative interpretation: as a thing that confines or
restricts fluidity. On the other hand, the pegs could be seen as an act of liberation for the woman
frequently associated with the domestic—there is no longer a functioning filter, so there is no
tool with which to filter her.
As with Hatoum, I am also interested in combining seemingly disparate materials to
convey a sense of tension reminiscent of the tension I experienced growing up in rural
Appalachia. This is most evident in the work Holler is Hollow where I pair together barbed wire
and bedsheets (Fig.1). Appalachia is a place that simultaneously fulfills and transcends its
stereotypes as they pertain to lack of education, racism, gender roles, and beyond. I find a
frustration in having to weed through instances of fulfillment and transcendence. The women in
my family fulfilled their stereotypical roles as housewives, keeping in order the domestic space:
doing the laundry. But they also transcended those roles, working in the field and putting up the
fencing. Anthropologist, Michael Jackson, writes that home, “is always lived as a relationship, a
tension . . . [L]ike any word we use to cover up a particular field of experience, [home] always
begets its won negation . . . [It] may evoke security in one context and seem confining in
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another” (122). Like Hatoum’s objects, the materials and imagery I choose to incorporate are
neither good nor bad, foreign nor familiar, here nor there. They become what they are depending
on their relationship to one another as well as their relationship to the perspective of the viewer.

Figure 1. Ashley Gregg, Holler is Hollow, 2020. Barbed wire, clothespins, and perforated
bedsheets.
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Tracey Emin
“Objects in the everyday setting are unremarkable and generally invisible but essential to
everything that makes us who we are, determining behavior, identity and significantly, our sense
of belonging.” –Robert Burton (Burton 3)

Tracey Emin, a prominent English artist working in multimedia, is known for her highly
confessional artwork. I find the work of Emin to be influential in my choice to incorporate
personal and mundane objects into my own art practice. I utilize “everyday” materials because of
their ability to transcend their objecthood referencing culture, signs, and memories. Robert
Burton explains the inherent associations objects can hold in his reference to Webb Keane’s
essay “Signs Are Not The Garb of Meanings: On the Social Analysis of Material Things”. Keane
suggests:
We approach objects as no more than ‘illustrations of something else’. Objects are not
only passive forms of signs that hold meaning. They also invite actions and interrelations.
Clothing is worn universally by everyone but it must also be noted that it is worn by
different people across the world in different ways and by different people in the same
community in different ways. (Burton 2)
The meanings and associations tied to objects like my tent in Holler is Hollow or Emin’s tent in
Everyone I have Ever Slept With are in a constant state of flux (Fig. 2). How they are understood
is contingent on the environment of the object, alongside the background of the audience
member viewing it.
In response to Emin’s statement, “My work is about memories,” Miguel Medina writes,
“. . . memories evolve, memories can be transformed, rethought, and redeveloped, yielding a
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work that is the product of a process in which thought and purpose are inevitable” (58). Like
Emin, my process is very much about taking materials endowed with personal memories and
considering how their meanings evolve once presented outside of their traditional context. There
is a marriage between the inherent meanings and symbolisms of this gathered material and the
way in which I choose to reconfigure them.
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Figure 2. Ashley Gregg, Holler is Hollow (detail), 2020. Barbed wire, clothespins, and
perforated bedsheets.
20

My work resonates with the techniques employed in Emin’s process, “Emin represents
and reworks material elements of the bed and the tent, tapestries, embroideries, and stitch in a
new vocabulary that subverts and transcends the traditions of textile making as functional and
decorative making” (Burton 4). The perforations made by a needle on the paper of Muscle
Memory, the stitching of the text onto denim in Blue Genes, and the cutting away of the bedsheet
cloth in Holler is Hollow are all techniques that reference the same techniques the women in my
family would use to make their family’s clothing or quilts (Fig. 3). In the same way that I recontextualize the materials themselves, I apply these traditional techniques in an untraditional
manner in order to re-imagine the ideas that lie behind the imagery I am presenting.

Figure 3. Ashley Gregg, Blue Genes (detail), 2020. Colored pencil and embroidery floss on
denim.
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CHAPTER 5
LANGUAGE AND REPETITION
“Like desire, language disrupts, refuses to be contained within boundaries. It speaks itself
against our will, in words and thoughts that intrude, even violate the most private spaces of mind
and body.” –bell hooks (hooks 167)

The choice to incorporate language in my work is heavily influenced by two
retrospectives held at the Museum of Modern Art. In May of 2018, I attended Adrian Piper’s
survey, A Synthesis of Institutions, 1965 – 2016. In December of that same year, I viewed Bruce
Nauman’s Disappearing Acts. I was most drawn to the notable amount of language that served as
a focal element in both exhibitions. Language in the works of Piper and Nauman is abstracted in
such a way as to not make statements, but rather pose questions. As I consider the theme of
indoctrination, the work of these artists who present questions their art practice resonates with
me. I value this approach as it is centered on opening up a dialog around the content at hand. In
addition to providing open dialog, this abstraction pushes out one-dimensional categorizations
and makes room for a more nuanced understanding of the artist’s intended content. My work is
particularly influenced by the way in which Piper and Nauman abstract language through
repetition. The exaggeration starts to provide a space for a questioning of the thing being
repeated. Is this thing, this idea, or this technique worth repeating?
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Adrian Piper
“With its repeated, abstracted form, the sentence approximates an object . . .”
–Susanne Von Falkenhausen (Falkenhausen 157)

As a conceptually driven artist, the act of questioning ideas is at the core of Adrian
Piper’s art practice. She utilizes performance, installation, video, drawing, and all other
imaginable media to engage heavily in a social critique. Her work often confronts the viewer
with long standing perceptions pertaining to the intersectionality of gender, race, and other forms
of identification. She puts forth an active engagement between art and audience—an engagement
that prompts dialogue around the way people choose to rationalize their prejudice actions or
ideas. Piper calls into question the tradition of prejudice, identifying it not as an inherent
characteristic, but one that is passed down from generation to generation. In her 1981 essay,
“Ideology, Confrontation and Political Self-Awareness”, Piper suggests that the way to interrupt
this hamster wheel is to provide an anomaly, a new experience—one that prompts a reexamination. “Usually the beliefs that remain the most unexposed to examination are the ones
we need to hold in order to maintain a certain conception of ourselves and our relation to the
world” (Piper 47). In her art work, Piper provides that break from the over and over by recontextualizing her subject matter.
At Piper’s retrospective, Adrian Piper: A Synthesis of Institutions 1965-2016, the MoMA
exhibited five-decades of over 290 works in a wide range of media. Of all these works, I was
most taken by her Everything series. The phrase “Everything will be taken away” appears
frequently throughout the show on different objects. Piper’s text references the Russian novelist
Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s famous quote, “Once you have taken everything away from a man, he
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is no longer in your power. He is free” (Dzuverovic 1). The text is superimposed upon a mirror,
photographs, chalkboards, etc. These various contexts open up the text to various interpretations.
I found Everything Will Be Taken Away #21 to be the most compelling work in her series as it
relates to my artistic research. Piper handwrites the title text twenty-five times on a series of
school chalkboards with some areas of the text smudged away, while others are written with
more clarity. In this context, the text holds strong associations with educational settings, as
Falkenhausen describes:
They are not mere black rectangles, but saturated with memories of school. And the
repeated sentence, identical in its words, but not in its uneven handwritten form: It
reminded me of punishment. Learning by repetition, rules and restraint. But the sentence
itself does not belong in this category of punishment. It is neither an order nor a request .
. .” (157)
Piper’s chalkboards confront the methods used to both punish and educate.
In my own art practice, I reference the methods of education I experienced growing up.
In my chalkboard piece, Efface, I apply the over and over method that is traditionally used to
punish (Fig. 4). Rather than repeat text as we traditionally see, I wanted to repeat an idealized
image of my grandfather in order to signify the punishment that comes with upholding ideas of
what we are supposed to be.
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Figure 4. Ashley Gregg, Efface, 2020. Chalk on chalkboard.

I also consider that after a certain amount of repeating, texts, images, acts, and objects
can break down and transcend their personal significance. Piper does this with her Mythic Being
performance in which she dresses herself in such a way as to appear as a light-skinned, working
class black man. She navigates New York City in this disguise reciting passages from her
teenage diary. Piper describes repetition as a method of transcendence here, “I selected passages
expressive of some personal issue I was grappling with at the time. Repeating the passage was a
way of defusing and transcending the issue.” This connects to the repeated lines, “Being told I
have bad genes by a girl. Being told I have good genes by a boy,” and “Holler is Hollow” that
are featured in my works. Presenting the repetition of these lines in ways we are not accustomed
to experiencing is my way of questioning, “defusing”, and “transcending” the issues I have with
mindless adaptations of the things we are told we are supposed to be or do.
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Bruce Nauman
“I think the point where language starts to break down as a useful tool for communication is the
same edge where poetry or art occurs.” –Bruce Nauman (Nauman 354)

Bruce Nauman emerged in the 1960s and is recognized as one of the most prominent
contemporary influences in conceptual art. His art can hardly be categorized as he works with a
vast array of media including, but not limited to, performance, drawing, sculpture, neon, video,
installation, and sound. Like Piper, Nauman presents work with the intention of challenging
those comfortable ideologies held by the viewer. Nauman takes on an interdisciplinary and
playful approach when engaging with ideas surrounding the body and language. The
Disappearing Acts retrospective showcased the immense range of materials and ideas that
Nauman has worked with over the decades. As with Piper, I paid particular attention to his
incorporation of repetitive language. Searle writes of this exhibition, “He is one of those artists
whose work does no pall by overfamiliarity. What he presents us with, as much as objects or
words, is a situation. In fact, repetition makes his work all the more agonized, stripped-down and
confrontational” (2).
I am influenced by Nauman’s creative use of wordplay. He incorporates irony, puns,
double entendres, and anagrams. He distorts language through subtle restructuring. Repetition
becomes a way to break down language into a mere pattern. These obsessive employments of
language open up the subject matter and the text itself to more interpretations. Nauman explains
here the artistic importance of making room for nuance in language:
When language begins to break down a little bit, it becomes exciting and communicates
in nearly the simplest way that it can function: you are forced to be aware of the sounds
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and the poetic parts of words. If you deal only with what is known, you’ll have
redundancy; on the other hand, if you deal only with the unknown, you cannot
communicate at all. There is always some combination of the two, and it is how they
touch each other that makes communication interesting” (Nauman 354).
Nauman goes on to explain the need to explore language’s “functional edges”. It is necessary to
abstract the literal in order to make room for a more emotional response to the text at hand.
At the retrospective, I was struck most by his more famous work, One Hundred Live and
Die. I was less interested in the spectacle of flashing neon; Instead, I was more compelled by the
phrases repeated en mass. This work is a neon wall installation of four columns of one hundred
phrases that pair the words “life” and “death” with various colors, emotions, and verbs. These
subtle switches in pairing change the context of each word in a significant way. Nauman goes on
to describe the kind of tension that re-contextualizing can elicit. He writes that the audience
member gains a sort of pleasure when “correct grammar rubs up against nongrammar.” In other
words, if one context is different from the context that was given to you by the writer, two
different kinds of things you understand rub against each other” (Nauman 354). In my practice, I
am interested in the subtle “rubbing” of two different types of materials, words, or processes that
would typically be in separate contexts. What I appreciate about the two lines, “Being told I
have bad genes by a girl. Being told I have good genes by a boy,” which are featured in the
works Muscle Memory and Blue Genes, is that these were statements told to me at very different
times in my life. I am interested in how the antonyms “good/bad” and “boy/girl” connected these
two moments. Their pairing is prompted by questions that form most all of the work in Holler,
“What happens when I choose to push these two separate occurrences together?” or “What
happens when binaries inhabit the same space, object, or material?” (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. Ashley Gregg, Blue Genes (detail), 2020. Colored pencil and embroidery floss on
denim.
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CHAPTER 6
HOLLER
“Piece is in many parts. Each in itself a complete statement, together am not certain how it will
be. A fact. I cannot be certain yet.” –Eva Hesse (Stiles 706)

My thesis exhibition, Holler, is presented at Tipton Gallery in Johnson City, TN. Holler
is a body of work through which I analyze the implications of having grown up in rural
Appalachian culture. Within the gallery space, there is a balance between works that engage the
audience through viewing only (Muscle Memory, Holler is Hollow, and Blue Genes) and
participatory works that invite the audience to make their mark on the artwork (Efface and Value
Scale).
As with the works of Piper and Nauman, I utilize the element of repetition throughout
the exhibition as a tool for referencing rote learning. Holler also prominently features elements
of double meaning as a way to call into question one dimensional interpretations. I aim to
highlight the ways in which cultural background or personal histories shape our interpretations.
Each of the five works in Holler is accompanied by wall text in order to provide them
with more context. The wall text aids the work in reinforcing a breakdown of singular definitions
of people, acts, and objects by pointing to the ways in which binaries can exist in each of these. I
was intentional in having the style of the language in the wall text reflect the same elements that
characterize the artworks. As with the artwork, the text takes on a poetic quality by piecing
together and finding a connection between seemingly unrelated occurrences and descriptions. In
addition to pushing together binaries, repetition is reflected in the wall texts. In Appalachian
fashion, some of the texts—more specifically, Holler is Hollow—also have an element of
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storytelling to them; These materials hold histories within them, which elicit different memories
for each viewer, of a certain time and place. They hold multiple stories and, in that way,
transcend their objecthood and singularity.
Muscle Memory
In elementary school, repeating lines of correction was a common form of punishment.
There was an irony in my almost masochistic enjoyment of the opportunity to mindlessly
practice my handwriting even if I did not agree with the words I was writing. As the viewer
enters Tipton Gallery, the first work they are confronted with is Muscle Memory, a suspended
paper roll that extends towards the gallery’s entry (Fig. 6). This work appears to follow the rules;
its two lines echoed without interruption. Although, there is a subtle subversion in my choice to
pierce the cursive text on the paper with a needle. The perforation signifies the elementary school
method for learning cursive: follow-the-dotted-line. It also functions as a quiet but enduring
violent action towards the substrate. Scale, along with this exaggerated repetition, highlights the
absurdity of this act; bringing up the question: Why would someone take the time to do this over
and over?
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Figure 6. Ashley Gregg, Muscle Memory, 2019. Colored pencil and perforation on paper.
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Efface
Efface began much like Muscle Memory, in that my original intention was to follow the
rules to the point of exaggeration. I chose to represent my family’s patriarch, a figure often
associated with setting the rules. This work developed into an opportunity to interrupt a
following-of-the-leader or of-an-ideal (Fig 7). I invite the audience member to efface the
drawing; to call into question an idealized version of my papaw. I wanted this piece to be one
that audience members interacted with, but I wanted it to feel like a choice on their part. I titled
this work Efface for the choice its double meaning offered. Efface can mean to erase or to edit.
Herein lies the option for the audience member to make their mark and interrupt the pattern I
have created. Efface can also mean to keep oneself to oneself. The audience member is welcome
to efface themselves from the piece altogether.
It was hard to predict how viewers would react to this work. Not knowing this plays into
my ideas about letting go of some sense of excessive control. There is a comfort in the
predictability of the ritual of repetition, but a larger part of me wants to challenge this. I found it
was useful to ask others to do what I found hard to do for myself. Children and adults alike were
eager to make their mark on the chalkboard and reconfigure the faces (Fig. 9). Of course, there
were other viewers who took on the role of spectator. Some heads went bald, grew afros, grew
mustaches, grew whiskers, or acquired tattoos (Fig. 8). One head gained a face mask—possibly a
conscious or subconscious response to the current outbreak of Coronavirus. This piece
functioned as a cultural psychology test of sorts.
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Figure 7. Ashley Gregg, Efface (before interaction), 2020. Chalk on chalkboard.

Figure 8. Ashley Gregg, Efface (after interaction), 2020. Chalk on chalkboard.
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Figure 9. Ashley Gregg, Efface (during interaction), 2020. Chalk on chalkboard.
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Holler is Hollow
Holler is Hollow is an opportunity for me to challenge facile depictions of my culture by
employing double meaning both linguistically and materially. As mentioned in the previous
section on Mona Hatoum, I wanted to provide a sense of tension by pairing the barbed wire and
bedsheets, but I was also motivated to find the connection between a hard, “masculine”, repellant
material and a soft, “feminine”, comforting material. Though my finds comfort in distinguishing
gender roles, in reality work is hardly gendered. The women in my family for generations back
were just as likely to work in the field as they were the home. A lot of the men and women in my
family have worked in the same factory for generations. I wanted present these materials in such
a way that pointed to their ability to contain a “bothness”—the barbed wire functions as both
fencing and as a clothesline. The bedsheets function both as laundry and as structural
components for a shelter.
My accent was often corrected once I left the “holler” and entered the world of higher
education. The repetition of the lines “Holler is Hollow” and the tedious cutting out of the circles
that make up those lines are a reference to the feeling of punishment that comes with this
correction (Fig. 10). Depending on the viewer’s background, a “holler” can be understood as the
dialectical variant of “hollow” or it could mean a loud shout or cry. “Hollow” could reference a
valley between mountains or could mean being without substance or significance. The
hierarchies we create around language are hollow in nature. It is important for this piece to
suggest that one interpretation is no more important or closer to the truth than the other.
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Figure 10. Ashley Gregg, Holler is Hollow, 2020. Barbed wire, clothespins, and perforated
bedsheets.
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Value Scale
The desk-chairs signify academia where, in my experience, learning was formulaic;
answers were either right or wrong, with only one right answer (Fig. 11). In my work, I am often
combating this by searching for multiple answers. The desk-chair is an object we are told
repeatedly not to mark on, but somehow, cannot ever seem to resist. I wanted to see what would
happen if the viewer were given the allowance to openly deface the surface of this object (Fig.
13). I invited the viewer to mark on the desk-chairs by painting the entire surface—desk, chair,
legs, front, and back—in chalkboard paint; eight desk-chairs each a different value ranging
between black and white. The wall text acted as another prompt reading, “Choose a value to
draw or write a value on a value.”

Figure 11. Ashley Gregg, Value Scale (before interaction), 2020. Chalkboard paint on desk
chairs.
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As with Efface, I had to hand over control to the audience members (Fig. 12). My fear
was that the viewer would see the work as too precious to interact with. Quite the opposite
occurred when viewers not only wrote and drew on the surface, but also used it as seating while
they ate their food and conversed with one another. It became a place of communion.

Figure 12. Ashley Gregg, Value Scale (during interaction, I), 2020. Chalkboard paint on desk
chairs.
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Figure 13. Ashley Gregg, Value Scale (after interaction), 2020. Chalkboard paint on desk chairs.
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Blue Genes
Blue Genes was originally meant to be an exaggeration of repeated lines, just as Muscle
Memory is (Fig. 14). It evolved into a rebellion against the rote. I wanted to play with the way we
choose to interpret, respond, and create with what we are given and only with what we are given.
I stitched the same two sentences on Blue Genes as the text I had perforated on Muscle Memory:
“Being told I have bad genes by a girl,” and “Being told I have good genes by a boy.” In opposition
to Muscle Memory, I chose to start breaking down the language. I wanted to reflect the evolution
of my interpretations by pulling different words for phrases from those two lines. This process is
reminiscent of the rural Appalachian’s tendency to make something out of the scraps they are
given; in this case, those two lines are the “scraps” I am building from. Another evolution that
occurs between the making of Muscle Memory and Blue Genes is the symbolism of the techniques
I apply. In Muscle Memory, there is a piercing or injury created with the perforation of the text,
whereas in Blue Genes the text is stitched—a method often used for mending or healing.
Blue Genes considers the implications of class structures and hierarchies formed out of
judgements on appearance. Burton notes that, “Textile, cloth and clothing have become powerful
semiotic signs full of symbolic meaning that effectively engage with history, heritage, memory,
culture, identity, belonging, politics, and society” (1). Blue jean material became my substrate for
this piece because of its historical ties to the working class and for my present-day associations of
it with the blue-collar community I grew up in. For generations back, almost of the men, and some
of the women, in my family worked in factories in conjunction with some form of farming. Anyone
born in the area seemed almost genetically destined to work in such blue-collar settings.
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Figure 14. Ashley Gregg, Blue Genes, 2020. Colored pencil and embroidery floss on denim.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

At the beginning of my graduate studies, I understood my art practice as journey towards
a reconciliation of the binary. More personally, I was looking to reconcile the world view I held
with the world view held by the people and place that raised me. I found that to seek a center
point of agreement was reductive and incompatible with the very complexities of human
experience, which I aim to highlight. Ultimately, I found that it was not my responsibility to
reconcile differences in perspective. All I can do as an artist is share my story and to potentially
provide a space for the viewer to share their own story (Fig. 15).

Figure 15. Ashley Gregg, Efface (grandmother’s interaction), 2020. Chalk on chalkboard.
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The works Efface and Value Scale in my exhibition, Holler, were my first attempts at
participatory art—creating space for a more tangible version of sharing on the part of the viewer.
The significance of these works did not reveal themselves until my show’s reception. I found that
the purpose of my artworks was only realized when there were people present reacting and
conversing among them. When I originally created Efface and Value Scale, I assumed that what
was drawn on these objects would be most revealing of the viewer and their take on the ideas I
was presenting. After the reception, I found that the meaning of the work was revealed more in
the happening; in the interactions I could not have predicted (Fig. 16). A surprising moment that
seemed to encapsulate my grappling with two worlds—of the binary—was the moment a
professor of mine erased from the chalkboard piece, Efface, one of the faces based on my
grandfather.

Figure 16. Ashley Gregg, Exhibition still (reactions to Efface), 2020.
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My grandmother responded by (jokingly) hitting him with her walking stick saying, “Don’t you
erase my husband!” It is said that there is always some truth to the jokes we make. It was this
interaction between representatives of my two worlds that the work is about—where those
seemingly disparate people and materials rub up against one another existing in one space.
Based on past experiences in pristine museum and gallery spaces, I had my assumptions
that the artworks would be treated too preciously. Asking my family to provide a potluck
featuring the foods traditional to the region we are from for the reception was a strategy of mine
to combat a coldness in the gallery space (Fig. 17). Food welcomes, and it often invites
conversation. I could not predict the level of casualness it would bring to the gallery space. I was
pleasantly surprised to find that visitors not only drew on the desk chairs of Value Scale, but they
also turned it into a place of communion by sitting at them with their plates of food and
conversing with one another (Fig. 18). That unpredictability supported my attempts to challenge
assumptions about people and ideologies. What was supposed to happen became irrelevant. The
markings and remnants of Efface and Value Scale took a backseat to the importance of the
unpredictable interactions.
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Figure 17. Ashley Gregg, Exhibition still (food served), 2020.
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Figure 18. Ashley Gregg, Value Scale (during interaction, II), 2020. Chalkboard paint on desk
chairs.
One of the biggest challenges for me leading up to the body of work that Holler is
comprised of was allowing for vulnerability on my part. My fear was that, in revealing too much
about myself, the ideas and objects I was presenting would hold no resonance beyond my
particular experiences. Radcliff Baily states, “I believe that by making things that are very
personal they become universal.” I found that re-contextualizing and making public personal
experiences became an opportunity to transcend the singularity those moments uphold when kept
private.
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CATALOUGE OF EXHIBITION

Muscle Memory, 2020. Colored pencil and perforation on paper.
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Muscle Memory (wall text)
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Muscle Memory (detail)

Muscle Memory (detail)
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Muscle Memory (detail)
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Efface (before interaction), 2020. Chalk on chalkboard.

Efface (after interaction)
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Efface (wall text)
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Efface (detail before interaction)

Efface (detail during interaction)
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Efface (detail during interaction)

Efface (detail after interaction)
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Efface (detail during interaction)
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Holler is Hollow, 2020. Barbed wire, clothespins, and perforated bedsheets.

Holler is Hollow (detail)
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Holler is Hollow (wall text)
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Holler is Hollow (detail)
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Holler is Hollow (detail)

Holler is Hollow (detail)
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Value Scale (before interaction), 2020. Chalkboard paint on desk chairs.

Value Scale (after interaction)
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Value Scale (wall text)
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Value Scale (detail during interaction)

Value Scale (detail during interaction)
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Value Scale (detail during interaction)
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Value Scale (detail during interaction)

Value Scale (detail after interaction)
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Value Scale (detail after interaction)
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Value Scale (detail after interaction)
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Blue Genes, 2020. Colored pencil and embroidery floss on denim.
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Blue Genes (wall text)
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Blue Genes (detail)

Blue Genes (detail)
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Blue Genes (detail)
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Installation view of Holler.
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